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Let {X,, n ) 1 } be. a real-valued stationary Gaussian sequence with mean zero 
and variance one. Let &f, = max(X,, i < n) and H,(t) = (II~,“~, - b,) a;’ be the 
maximum resp. the properly normalised maximum process, where c, = (2 log n)“‘, 
a, = (log log n)/c, and b, = c, - 4(log(4n log n))/c,. We characterize the almost 
sure limit functions of (Hn)n>l in the set of non-negative, non-decreasing, right- 
continuous, real-valued functions on (0, co), if r(n) (log rr)‘-” = O(1) for all d > 0 
or if r(n) (log n)‘-’ = O(1) for all d > 0 and r(n) convex and fulfills another 
regularity condition, where r(n) is the correlation function of the Gaussian 
sequence. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULT 
Let {X,, n > 1 } be a real-valued stationary Gaussian sequence with 
EX, = 0, EXf, = 1 and EX,, i X, = r(n). Define the maximum 
M, = max {X, ,..., X,} and the process H, = (H,(t), 0 < t < co) with 
H,(t) = PM - b”) a, ‘3 O<t<oo, 
where the normalizing constants are given as 
a, = (2 log n)-“2 log log n, 
b, = (2 log n)“* - (log(4;rr log n))(8 log n)- “*. 
In a recent paper Hebbar [2] showed that if H, : r(n) nY = o(1) for a y > 0 or 
H,: C r’(n) < co, the sequence (H,Jnb3 is a.s. relatively compact in D (the 
set of non-decreasing, right-continuous, real-valued functions on (0, co), 
endowed with the usual topology of weak convergence) and the set of its 
limit functions coincides with L = {x E D, : k(x) < I}, where D, = 
{x E D: x(t) > 0 for all t) and A(x) = sup(,T& x(Q), where the supremum 
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is taken over all finite sets ( tp, l<p<q)c(O,a) with f,<t,<...<~, 
and x(ti) < x(&) < . . . < I. 
Hebbar used the work of Wichura [6] and Pickands [4]. The conditions in 
the result of Pickands on the iterated logarithm law for the maximum (which 
is in our notation H,(l)) were substantially weakened by Mittal [3]. She 
showed that the iterated logarithm law holds even if H, : r(n) log it = 0( 1). In 
view of this result one may expect that the functional law holds even with 
weaker conditions. 
In this short paper we prove that this is true if 
H,: r(n)(log n)3-6 = O( 1) for all A > 0 
or 
H,: r(n) convex, r(n)(log n)‘-’ = O(1) and with f(n) = n/log n 
i (r(k) - r(n)) = O(n(log n)- 3 + ‘) for all A > 0. 
k=f(n) 
These conditions are very close to the weak condition H,. Condition H, is 
obviously weaker than condition H,. Condition H, is not comparable with 
Hl, H, or H,. For the convex correlation function r(n) with 
r(n) = y(log n)-4, y > 0, p > 0 for n > n, fulfills condition H, if p > 2, 
whereas for H, we require /I > 3. Obviously H, and H, do not hold. We 
believe that a proof of the following theorem under condition H, needs a 
much more sophisticated technique, if at all this is true. It is also obvious 
that an improvement of H, is given by H,: C ] r(n)]” < co for ap > 0, which 
is shown by using a Holder inequality instead of the Cauchy inequality in 
Hebbar’s paper. 
To shorten our paper we do not repeat the whole proof of Hebbar; but we 
show where and how we have to improve the particular steps of his proof. 
Therefore we make use of the following notation: e.g., (2.3) means expression 
(2.3) in Hebbar’s paper, whereas (3) means expression (3) in our paper. 
We prove 
THEOREM. If H, or H, holds, then with probability 1 (HJna3 is 
relatively compact in D and the set of its limit functions coincides with L. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Hebbar’s proof consists of his Lemma l-4. His Lemma 2 is a simple 
application of the Pickands theorem [4]. Since the latter was generalized by 
Mittal [3] to the case implied by H, or H,, it suffices to note that the 
current Lemma 2 follows simply from Mittal’s theorem. Since his Lemma 4 
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is a consequence of his Lemma 3 and Wichura’s Lemma 7.5 [6], we have 
only to improve Lemma 1 and 3 of Hebbar. 
LEMMA 1. If r(n)(log n)2-A = O(l)fir all A > 0, then a.s. no element of 
the set A = {x E D, : L(x) > l} is a limit function of (H,),,, . 
ProoJ We follow the proof of Hebbar and use the same notation. We 
choose continuity points tp, 1 <p < q, of x such that 
t, < t, < *** < t, and 
0 < x(t,) < x(t2) < .-a < x(tq) and t x(t,) > 1. 
p=1 
Choose a neighborhood N(t, G) = N(t,, t, ,..., t,; G,, G, ,..., Gq) = { y E D: 
dtp) E Gp’ l<p,<q) of x such that O<g,<h,<=.~<gp<hp, 
Gp=(gp,hp), CjL1gp=e>l and x(t,)EG,, l<p<q. Let 
nj = exp(j/log j), then it suffices to show that 
5 P{H,,E N(t, G)} < 03. 
j=l 
(1) 
BY defining Rjp = WC,,,,J < gpan, + &,I and s,, = {ML,~J < ban, + bjL 
1 ,<p < q, we bound the probabilitres of (1) by a finite sum of differences of 
the form P{ nz=, Qj,p} -P* { nz= r Q,,,} and the term P*{H,,,E N(t, G)}, 
where P*( . } indicates the probability when r(n) = O(n # 0) and Q,,p is 
either Rj,p or Sj,p. Since P*(H,,,E iV(t, G)} N C(log n,)-” asj+ co (see [6]), 
the sum over j of these terms is finite. The above differences are approx- 
imated with the lemma of Berman [ 11, by formula (2.5) and (2.6) in Hebbar 
121. 
Each of the terms in (2.6) are finely approximated as in (2.8). This is the 
approximation which we have to improve. Define 6(n) = supkan ]r(k)] and 
6(1)=6<1.LetO(a<(l-6)/(1+6)and6*=6([n,t,]”).Then 
(2.8) < (const)(n,t,)‘+” {nyl” (log nj)(2h1’1+6)-1}-1 
+ (const)(n,t,)2 ~*{n~r+” (log n,)(2h1’1+6’1-1j-1 
Q (const) n/a-wuu+G) (log nj)l-wl+s 
+ tconst) ,+Ul+S’ (log n,)-l+A-W+~’ 
using the assumption with 0 < A < 2g, < 2h, 
< (const) n,:@’ + (const)(log n,)-“” 
with 0 < 0’ < (l-6)/(1+6)- a, 1 <8” < 1-A+2g, < 1-A+2h,/l +a*, 
since 6* -t 0. Each of the remaining terms is handled in the same way and is 
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bounded by (const)(log n,)-““. Since there is a finite number (depending on 
q) of such approximations, we have following the proof of Hebbar that 
c (P{H,,, E N(t, G)} - P*(H,,j E N(t, G)}) < a. 
.i 
Remark. Note that the condition in Lemma 1 is even weaker than 
conditions H, and H,. 
We prove the statement of Lemma 3 of Hebbar separately for condition 
H, and H, in Lemmas 2 and 3. 
LEMMA 2. If H, holds, then P{H,E N*(t, G) i.o.] = 1 if E > 0 
suflciently small and nj = [exp(j”‘)] j > 1, where N*(t, G) = N(t,, t2,..., t,,; 
G,,G,,G,,G,,...,G,,G,) with Gp=(gp,hp), O<g,<h,<...~g~< 
h, < 00 and Cz=, gp = 0 ( 1. 
Proof: We follow the proof of Lemma 3 of Hebbar. Since (2.12) holds 
for any correlation function, we have to prove only (2.13): P(Bj i.o.) = 1, 
where 
(Djl < T<Ej,) f) (Djp < Tzp-1 < Ejp) fi (7’2, < Ejp) 
p=2 p=1 I 
with T=max{X,: [rz-,t,,] +m,+ 1 <i< [n,tl]}, T,=max{X,: [njt,.-r] + 
1 <i< [njt,]}, 2<r<2q, DIP= g,a,+b,,,, Ejp=hPanj+b,,,., 1 ,<P<q, 
and mj= [n,t,/j], j> 1. Similar to Lemma 1 we can show that 
s P(Bj) - ~ P*(Bj) < CO 
i 
and therefore Cy=, (Bj) - CjlM P*(Bj) - (const) n’-(‘+‘)’ = (const) nlpe’ 
with 8’ = (1 + E) 19 and E < l/8 - 1. This implies that EJ,, -+n+oO 00, where 
J,, = JJTCM Ii, Ii the indicator function of Bj, M sufftciently large. 
Finally we have to show that J,/EJ, + 1 in probability, which follows if 
sup .+f.n 
xc Cov(l,,Z,) < 03. 
M<k<l<n 
(2) 
Similar to Lemma 1 cov(~k, II) = EI,I, - EI,EI, is approximated by a finite 
sum of differences of the form P( W, n W,) - P( W,) P( W,), where W, is of 
the form {(T< &,>f&, V’2p < Skp)n (Tzp--l <s,)) n (T2 < Sk,)}, s, is 
either Ekp or D,, and W, similar by replacing nk by n,. Using the version of 
Berman’s lemma given in Qualls and Watanabe [5] 
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where &, stands for the appropriate quantities among E, and D,, 1 <p < q. 
Here we improve the approximations of Hebbar. Since by construction 
v - ,u > m, + 1 for I > k, the above sum is bounded by 
(const) 6*n,n, exp {-+(& + c$, (1 - 26*))} 
< (const) 6*n,n,{n;‘(logn,)“2-B1 ~;‘t2S’(logn,)“‘2-g1”‘-2”*‘} (3) 
with 6* = 6(m,). Since 6(m,) log n, = O(1) and 6(m,) < (const) (log nJe3” 
where 0 < A < 2g,, (3) is bounded by 
(const)(log nJ- 3+At V-g1 (log nk)-glt l/2. 
Thus (2) is bounded for M sufficiently large by 
M,L 1 -( 3td-g,t1/2)(ltC)k(l+S)(1/2--gl) 
< (const) + ~(-3+At1-2g,)Utr)tl < co 
/zf 
for all it > M since (3 - A - 1 + 2g,)( 1 + E) - 1 > 1 and 0 < A < 2g,. 
LEMMA 3. Condition H, is suflcient for the conclusion of Lemma 2. 
Proo$ Following the proof of Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show hat 
J,/EJ, + 1 in probability, which follows if 
cc CovU,, 1,) = oWJ,)~) as n+oo. 
M<k<l<n 
We know that EJ,, - (const) nlve’ with 6’ = (1 + E) 8. Let k < 1 be fixed. 
Since r(i) is convex, there exists a Gaussian sequence {Y,, 1 < i < [n,tzq]} 
with EY, = 0, EY;= 1 and EY, Yitj = (r(j) - p)/(l - p), where 
p = r([n!t,,]) (see [3]). Let {Y;, 1 < i,< [n,t2,]} be a similar sequence as Yi, 
but independent of { Yi} and define 
if i< [n&]r 
if [n&l + 1 < i < [n&l, 
fa3;1 I/? I? 
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where U is standard normal, independent of { Yi}, { Yj}. We approximate now 
EIJ, - EI, EI, by EIJ, - E’I,J, and E’IJ, - EI, EI,, where E’ stands for 
the expectation with respect to the X’ process. 
(i) Similar to Lemma 2, EIJ, - E’I,J, is bounded by a finite sum of 
differences of the form P( W, f7 IV,) - P’( W, n W,). Similarly we have 
since 6*ri, = 6(m,) rf, = O(1) < (const)(log n,)-3-81t r~+* (log n,JVglt “*, by 
assumption. 
Therefore 
CC IEI~I~ - E’I,I,I < (const) 5 I(--2--2g~+A)(1+~)+1 < 00. 
M<k<k<n I=M 
(ii) We show now that C E’I,I, - EIkEI, = o((EJJ*). For this 
purpose we need the following results: the first one is easy to calculate: 
(a) P*(B;) = Ck-*’ + O(kpe’-’ ‘) for 6’ > 0 sufficiently small, where 
the asterisk indicates again the case with r(n) = 0 (n # 0), B; indicates that 
in B, the D, and E, are replaced by 06 = bnk + (g, + f,(k)) clnk and 
E;, = bnk + (4, f h(k)) a,, with h(k) log log nk= O(k-“‘) i = 1,2. The 
constant C does not depend on the choice of h(k). This result is naturally 
true if f,(k) = 0 (i = 1, 2), that is, BL = B,. 
@> We show that E’I,I, = P’(B, n B,) = C2k-e’l-e’ + 
OWe’-” . IPe’) with the same constant C as in (a). 
I DII - db’ < T xp \/1-p < E,, - &u Y'\ fi ,*-- 4(u) du (4) I 
with d(u) the normal density function, where . . . indicates the same change 
of the remaining boundaries of B, resp. B,. < P(Bi) P(B;) + j1if + 
I:: + 2@(-u,), where uk = (log nk)*‘, u1 = (log nl)“’ with l/2 > A’ > 0 
sufficiently i, - - &%>/&-?= b + (gp + 
f,(k)) ankT E;,‘:;$ + h;,, 7 $&j-/e + bnk + @, + f,(k);&,l with 
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f,(k) log log nk = O((log nk)-1’2+A’2+A’) = O(k-“‘) and similarly with 1 
instead of k. The integrands of the two integrals are given in (4). 
These four terms are bounded in the following way: 
-Similar to Lemma 1 we have P(&) = P*(B;) + O(kmv) = Ckee’ + 
W-e’-s’ ) by (a), where y > 1. 
-The integral jU,L 
O(lY 
is bounded by j$P(B’,) 4(u) du Q P(B;) . @(-u,J = 
. @(Uk)) = o(l-e’ . k-“-“‘) by the above approximations and 
because @(-u,J = O(exp(~k”+“2A’)) = O(k-“-“). 
-The second integral is handled in the same way. 
-Finally as above @(--UJ = O(Z-2e’-s’) = O(lee’ . kee’-“). 
A lower bound of P’(B, n B,) is given by P(&) P(Bj)(l - 2@(-Q), 
where +huk instead of -& in D& and -fiuk instead of +c/s;uk in E&. 
As above we get the same claimed approximation. 
Combining these results we see that 
IE’Z,Z, - EZ,EZ,I = O(Z-” . k-“-‘I). 
Therefore with M sufficiently large 
\‘ 
n4<iFl<n 
lE’Z,Z, - EI,EZ,I ,< (const) i ~‘-te’-“= O(n2”-e”-8’). 
l=M 
But n 2(1-89-s' = o(n2(1 -e7) since 6’ > 0. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
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